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newMacgadgets introduces 5 secure mounts for the new iPad mini Retina
Published on 10/31/13
Just in time for the introduction of the iPad mini with Retina display, newMacgadgets
releases five new secure mounts designed for retailers, trade shows, businesses and more.
The iPad Mini Security Base is the perfect complement to newMacgadgets popular selling
iPad Security Base. The new secure Wall Mount for the iPad Mini is a great way to showcase
the iPad mini in a secure acrylic frame. The new iPad Mini Signature Series base offers a
counter-top display unmatched in elegance and design.
San Diego, California - Companies looking for security solutions to display the new iPad
mini with Retina display will want to check out newMacgadgets latest product
introductions. Designed with style and function in mind, newMacgadgets has cornered the
market with their innovative line of acrylic displays for the iPad, iPhone and iPod touch.
Get the Apple store look and security with the new iPad Mini Security Base Designed to
work with both the iPad Mini and iPad mini with Retina display. The iPad Mini Security
Base is the perfect complement to newMacgadgets popular selling iPad Security Base. The
locking security features and stylish acrylic design make this base ideal for all types of
applications where security is a concern.
The new secure Wall Mount for the iPad Mini is a great way to showcase the iPad mini in a
secure acrylic frame. Also designed to work with both versions of the iPad mini, the new
Wall Mount features the iPad mini in an all acrylic frame that is secured with
tamper-proof screws and mounts to any wall. Ideal for conference rooms, doctors offices.
trade shows, retail and more.
For the ultimate in security and look, the new iPad Mini Signature Series base offers a
counter-top display unmatched in elegance and design. Companies looking to add their logo
to the front of the base will love the custom look. Brand recognition combined with an all
acrylic display makes the Signature Series a great marketing tool for trade shows, hotel
lobbies, showrooms, museums and more. Compatible with both iPad mini models.
New iPad Signs are 360 degree rotating acrylic mounts for the both the iPad mini and new
iPad mini with Retina display. Offering a unique way to use the iPad mini for advertising,
the mounts are both stylish and secure. Applications for this new counter-top display
include, restaurants, retail, exhibits, trade-shows and more.
The new iPad Mini Security Kit is a cable and lock assembly that is both light-weight and
flexible. Specially designed aluminum brackets, with rubber inserts, secure to the
outer-edges of the iPad mini or iPad mini Retina display providing a clean unobstructed
look. In the rear, a Torx T-25 tamper-proof screws connect the brackets and provides an
anchor for the 6 1/2' security cable. This product would be ideal for applications where
full-motion of the iPad mini is required.
For full details including price and product photos visit newMacgadgets today.
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newMacgadgets a division of newPCgadgets, designs innovative products and accessories for
Apple and PC computers, laptops and mobile devices. With over 20 years of experience they
have designed over 150 products for large companies like Apple, IBM and Epson. Copyright
(C) 2011-2013 newMacgadgets. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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